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These activities have been put together as an addition to the packs that have already been sent home.
This is a non-compulsory set of activities and have been put together to provide a bit more structure to the day for
those who feel they may benefit from it.
Morning Challenges - https://www.morningchallenge.co.uk/home
Yea

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Just Dance:

Zumba kids:

Just Dance:

Zumba kids:

Just Dance:

https://www.youtub

https://www.youtube.

https://www.youtube.c

https://www.youtube.c

https://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=66w

com/watch?v=ymigWt

om/watch?v=UMGdV1T

om/watch?v=FP0wgVh

e.com/watch?v=dpY

Cy2KwlCk

5TOV8

YKHc

UC9w

4ZTV7Fm0

Sensory Activity

r 4

Pick a country of your choice and complete the following activities.
-

Compare the climate / weather / scenery to that of England. Explain what things are the same, what are
the differences, how do forests / cities differ or are similar?

-

Paint / sketch a landscape image of somewhere within your chosen country – could it be a beautiful photo

Topic

you have seen or a tourist attraction?
-

Research and create a presentation on your chosen country – what fun facts can you find out?

-

Find a famous person who was born in your chosen country – Who are they? What are they famous for?
Can you draw an image of that person?

-

Learn some phrases in the language spoken within that country – can you engage in a conversation?

-

What are the oceans / seas around your country or is your country landlocked?

-

What animals can be found in your country – what are the habitats in which they live? What do they eat
to survive? Who preys on them? What ways have these animals adapted to survive in their habitats?
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Pobble 365 (See

Literacy Shed

Extended Writing

Spellings

Past and Present

image and text

https://www.literacysh

https://www.literacysh

The suffix ‘-attion’

Tense

below)

ed.com/embarked.html

ed.com/embarked.html

is added to verbs

Lessons 219 and

*TASK*

‘Embarked’

‘Embarked’

to form nouns.

220 on

Who is the boy?

*TASK*

*TASK*

studyzonetv.

Where is he from?

Write a diary entry as

Design your own tree

information

Jimmy – how is he

house with

sensation

*TASK*
Activity and games

What is he doing

feeling throughout all

instructions on how

preparation

attached to lesson.

there?

of this? What

to build it. What will

vibration

thoughts might be

it look like? What

decoration

*CHALLENGE*
Write a variety of

How has he

going through his

equipment will you

donation

sentences to include

managed to control

mind? How might his

need? How will you

duration

verbs – underline

the rhinos?

feelings have changed

build each stage?

registration

and identify if they
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throughout the clip?

are past or present

Where are the herd

tense.

heading? What is
their goal?

population
determination
*TASK*
Write an acrostic

How do you think

poem for each of

rhinos communicate?

your spelling
words.

Did you know that
rhinos are

Spelling Shed

endangered? Why do

activities set.

you think this is?
Powerful Words –
What do you think

unpalatable and

makes rhinos unique

feud.

from other animals?

Write a series of

*CHALLENGE*

questions to which
the answer would
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Imagine you can see

be your powerful

through the rhino’s

word spellings.

eyes. Draw what you
might be able to see
and write your
description.
Equivalent Fractions

Comparing Fractions

Simplifying Fractions

Adding Fractions

Subtracting

https://www.bbc.co.

https://www.bbc.co.u

https://www.bbc.co.uk

https://www.bbc.co.uk

Fractions

uk/bitesize/articles/z

k/bitesize/articles/zbdj

/bitesize/articles/zfc98

/bitesize/articles/zmhr9

https://www.bbc.co.

b8wqp3

7nb

xs

2p

uk/bitesize/articles/z

Maths – Fractions

dx3rj6

*TASK*
Complete interactive
activities that
accompany the
video.
*CHALLENGE*
See below

*TASK*
Complete interactive
activities that
accompany the video.
*CHALLENGE*
See below

*TASK*

*TASK*

Complete interactive

Complete interactive

activities that

activities that

accompany the video.

accompany the video.

*CHALLENGE*

*CHALLENGE*

https://www.tes.com/t

https://nrich.maths.org

eaching-

/12937?utm_source=pri

resource/equivalent-

mary-map

and-simplifyingfractions-guess-who6351730

A4 Fraction Addition

*TASK*
Complete interactive
activities that
accompany the
video.
*CHALLENGE*
https://nrich.maths.
org/12955?utm_sour
ce=primary-map
A4 Fraction
Subtraction
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Tuesday Pobble365
“Charge!” he screamed, feeling mighty atop the lead rhinoceros.
He jolted with every step they took, the rhino’s feet punching into
the baking hot sand, sending up large clouds into the humid air
so that he could taste the grains of sand in his parched mouth.

The herd stampeded across the desert sand, focused on reaching
their goal…

Can you continue the story?
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